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SCAV TEAMS AND THE RULES OF THE HUNT
1. Acquisition of Items. All Items on the List can be obtained and performed legally. It may
involve smooth talking, or it may involve something else, but it is all possible. The Judges
take no responsibility for your getting thrown into the clink—be it local clink, state clink,
federal clink, or Colonel Klink. If you end up there, it is your fault.
2. Fair Play. Sabotage is bad. We don’t like it, and we don’t want it in the Hunt. Sabotaging
teams or their Items can lead to immediate disqualification, and we may even loose the hounds
of the Administration on you.
3. Contact with Judges. While we don’t want to complain and say that Judges have it so tough,
Scav Hunt is always teetering on the edge of sheer chaos, and if we can avoid it, we should.
Thus, please only communicate with the Judges if you are going to do it in a professional
manner. Generally, just remember that the more people shout, the less will be understood.
That seems like it makes sense, no?
4. Props. All props must, always and forever, be mad props.
5. Points. Point totals are final. We ask you to do awesome things and expect awesome things to
be done. If you do said awesome things, the Judge will accord to you Full Points, the highest
number of points possible for any Item. In rare cases—for example, if we ask for a car and you
give us the Batmobile with both George Clooney and Adam West inside—we will consider
giving you one special point. Maybe two. As far as point values, well, we use a dartboard,
numberwang, and Tibetan numerological methods to determine how much Items are worth,
so no complaining that “the lazy eye patch was worth more than the moonbounce made of
guns!”
6. Items. Be aware that doing Items nude when it’s not explicitly asked for will not get you more
points. Nor will involving alcohol in Items that don’t clearly call for alcohol. The same goes
for alcohol’s redheaded, stepchild cousins, sex and drugs. Please note that few Items explicitly
call for nudity, alcohol, or either of the aforementioned redheaded variants. Lastly, we don’t
like to harm large mammals that can make sad eyes at us, so please treat any non-humans
involved in your Items with extreme care.
7. A Good Time. For a good time call 1-609-200-5416.
8. Preliminary Events. The deadlines for the submission of Items and performances are final
as stated on the List or as announced by the Judges at Captain’s Breakfast, which happens
at 9:00 a.m. on Thursday in the Bartlett Trophy Lounge. It is the Captains’ responsibility
to make sure that they submit these in a timely manner. Items that do not have a discrete
time/place stated on the List are not preliminary and therefore must occur at Judgment. Upon
request, we may, at our discretion, come to see an Item at a time/place other than Judgment.
Consider this a privilege, and use your “Come See Our Items” cards sparingly.
9. Road Trip. The Road Trip can be done without getting busted by the cops or breaking any
rules. Please get it done that way. The destination point most distant from campus will not
exceed 1,000 miles. Use of 15-passenger vans or trucks is prohibited.
Driver requirements:
a. Minimum age of 18 (If a rental car is used, the rental car company minimum age requirements apply).

b. Must have held a valid US driver’s license for at least two years, which must be in driver’s
possession throughout trip.
c. Must possess valid passports, should the mischiefs of foreign intrigue beckon.
d. Must have more than 2,000 miles driving experience.
e. May not have received moving violations or convictions or court-ordered supervision.
f. Must be alcohol- and drug-free (it’s the way to be), including illegal, prescription, and
non-prescription drugs that could impair driving function or are used for any reason other
than their FDA-approved intent.
g. Must have valid automobile insurance.
Road Trip Management:
a. No one may operate a vehicle for more than three consecutive hours or six total hours in
one day.
b. Total driving time may not exceed 16 hours within a 24-hour period.
c. No driving permitted between midnight and 6:00 a.m.
d. Another person must be awake in the seat next to the driver at all times.
Road Trip Rules:
a. Upon spotting a sign casting opprobrium upon various measures of birth control or the
deliberate termination of a pregnancy, one must punch another occupant of the car and
proclaim, “Foetus Boetus!”
b. Upon spotting an adult entertainment venue or advertisement, one must punch another
occupant of the car and proclaim, “Moetus Boetus!”
c. Upon spotting a sign lauding the life and acts of the Lawd Jesus Christ, one must punch
another occupant of the car and proclaim, “Jeebus Boetus!”
d. Upon spotting roadkill, one must punch another occupand of the car and proclaim
“Streetus Moetus!”
e. Punches not in accordance with the above rules may be met with one equal or harder
punch in retribution.
f. When crossing state lines, all non-driving SUCC team members should hold hands.
A Captain of each team must certify in advance to the Judges that the team understands and
agrees to abide by these regulations.
10. Judgment Day. As in the Bible, Judgment Day should take, like, 45 minutes. Prepare all Road
Trip Items for judging at 9:00 a.m. on Judgment Day. Regular Items will be judged after the
Showcase. The Showcase will be judged at Showcase, which will be at 10:00 a.m.
In addition, please have a highlighted list of the Items you’ve acquired ready so that when
a Judge comes by to judge your page, there won’t be any time wasted with “do we have the
particle accelerator?” questions. If an Item is followed by †, it must be ready for judging as
part of the Showcase, prior to regular page judging. Judges will hold up placards (really just
sheets of paper with Sharpie-ed numbers) denoting which pages they are ready to judge. Call
over whichever Judge corresponds to the page you are ready to present. Here’s a tip: sort your
Items based on which page they are on. In short, BE ORGANIZED.
11. Rules. Ain’t no rule says a roller coaster can’t be a Judge.

12. Prizes. The prizes are simple, because there are no prizes. Depending on how much of the
Scav budget the Judge Cabal hasn’t spent on Choles for our holes, you may be eligible for a
free-food bacchanal or other in-kind prize. Offer void where prohibited. Check local laws.
13. Decisions. All decisions of the Judges are final. Final.
14. Final. See Decisions.

Scav Olympics
To be held at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday, 11 May 2019, on or about the Eckhart Quad. For each
competition, 25 points will be awarded for 1st place; 20 points for 2nd place; 15 points for 3rd place;
5 points for x > 3rd place.
1.

Okey dokey, Annie Oakley! One sure-shooter per team. We’ll provide the blaster and the
mirror.

2.

This is a pretty straightforward race with two ingredients: a flexible Scavvie and a biiiiiig
sweater.

3.

For this race, just keep the marble on the table... but you and a buddy are the table’s legs!
We’ll provide the table top and marble.

4.

“Knock, knock!” “Who’s there?” “Eating a full banana, including the stem and peel.” “Eating
a full banana, including the stem and peel who?” “Knock, knock!” “Who’s there?” “Eating a
full banana, including the stem and peel.” “Eating a full banana, including the stem and peel
who?” “Knock, knock!” “Who’s there?” “Orange.” “Orange who?” “Orange you glad we didn’t
say you had to eat a full banana, including the stem and peel, as a part of Scav Olympics?
Fortunately (or unfortunately), that’s a complete and utter lie, because whatever Scavvie
does it fastest this Saturday is going to earn themselves their daily serving of fibrous and
potassium-rich points!”

5.

“Knock, knock!” “Who’s there?” “Carrying a lubricated grapefruit between my chin and collarbones.”
“Carrying a lubricated grapefruit between my chin and collarbones who?” “Knock, knock!”
“Who’s there?” “Carrying a lubricated grapefruit between my chin and collarbones.” “Carrying a lubricated grapefruit between my chin and collarbones who?” “Knock, knock!” “Who’s
there?” “Orange.” “Orange who?” “Orange you glad we didn’t say you had to carry a lubricated
grapefruit between your chin and collarbones, as a part of Scav Olympics? Fortunately (or
unfortunately), that’s a complete and utter lie, because whatever Scavvie wearing a t-shirt
does it fastest this Saturday is going to earn themselves their daily serving of fibrous and
Vitamin C-rich points!”

6.

Miller Jai Alai! Transform a Champagne of Beer-can into a cesta, and get ready to wing some
ping pong balls real far!!!

7.

CLICLOCK MOTHERFOCK(ers). BYOLaptop.

Items
1.

A copy of the 2019 University of Chicago Scavenger Hunt List. [1 point]

2.

Last year, the last Item on the List asked for a prediction for this year’s List. If you made an
accurate prediction about this year’s List, you’ll receive points. [ρ points]

3.

A child with a candy cigarette. When I tell them to stop smoking, they must eat it with a
smirk. [Each cigarette reduces your life by 7 points]

4.

Scav Hunt—now OSHA certified! Photograph a teammate underneath one of those pre-existing
“No Accidents in N Days” displays, but with N being really big, cause it’s safe. Like Scav
Hunt. No one ever gets hurt! If you attempt to do this in your Headquarters we will ensure
that the sign (and your point total) will read 0. [up to 8 points]

5.

Is that a bowl of potpourri or some nicely scented fried onion bits/dried fruits for me to snack
on in the bathroom? We can’t tell, nor should we have to. [4 points]

6.

Eileen tests Sorehead’s observational skills by asking, “What sort of hard-workin’ son-of-gun
could get things to market, get the job done?” Sorehead answers with information that they
find around in Lafayette. [4 points]

7.

TBA. [3 points]

8.

A candle with the timeless and distinguishable scent: Old People Smell. [Back in my day, this
was worth 9 points]

9.

Kashira, kashira... gozonji kashira?! / I hear the brave Scavvies are going to Room 2E this
Thursday and Friday... / Oh, what brave Scavvies! Meddlesome brave Scavvies, who give up
that precious fluid for their team’s sake! / Oh, but be careful, brave Scavvies. There are rules
there, at DCAM, rules you must follow! / Hm, I have a new cast-iron skillet, isn’t it nice? /
Then cook up red meat! Lentils! Beans! Raisins and spinach! / Can you think of any more? /
Kashira, kashira... gozonji kashira? [x points]

10.

A letter from Paul Blart to the Corinthians. [1 point]

11.

The Traveling Circus celebrates its first show at a national park with a photo at the Mammoth
Cave National Park welcome sign. [2 mammoth points]

12.

He was number one in 2002. We were number one in 2014. In 2019, your Smitty
Werbenjagermanjensen hat plays “We Are Number One” whenever you drink from it. [14
points]

13.

“Upon this rock I shall build my church?” More like, “Upon The Rock I shall build my church.”
[The father, the son, and the holy 3 points]

14.

Present several phones whose backgrounds, when put together, create an image of Nicholas
Cage’s face. [.2 points per phone; maximum 50 phones]

15.

A stack of Russian dolls, decorated as fictional entities, such that when each is opened, it
reveals the person or entity which actually controls it. [23 points]

16.

Rewrite any one-line Item from this List in square word calligraphy. [7 points]

17.

We’ve heard that SOME people think that all LaCroix® flavors taste the same. We don’t
agree, and we’re prepared to put this claim to the test. Send one LaCroinnoisseur to Bartlett
Trophy Lounge on Thursday at 11:30 a.m. to see if their taste buds can bubble to the top or
if they’re gonna fall flat. [5 points per round completed; 2 points for participation]
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18.

Sure, pamplemousse is great, but we think we can all admit it’s a little too fancy for us
regular folk. Personally, we can only relax at the end of a long day when we’ve got a can of
La Croix® ’s newest flavor, chicken bouillon, in our hands. Prepare to crack open a cold one
with this page’s Judge at Judgment. [3 points]

19.

Cornhole. Cob on the outside. Corn on the inside. [1 point]

20.

We read on Facebook® that Himalayan salt lamps have powerful healing properties. But how
could all that sodium be good for our high blood pressure? Build us a low-sodium Himalayan
“salt” lamp. Like the classic, high-sodium Himalayan salt lamp, it must be a pink, crystalline
solid that is technically just a clump of seasoning. [11 + 17 ionic points]

21.

Using only microscopic footage or images, produce a dramatic cellular scene for your very own
cell-enovela. Make sure your <5 minute scope opera is dramatically dubbed in Spanish (with
English subtitles). Email submissions to cellenovela@uchicago.edu by 11:59 p.m. on Saturday.
[ocho puntos]

22.

Our plants have been listening to the Plantasia album for a few months now, but we’re worried
they’re getting bored. Record 5 minutes of My Bulblet, My Bulblet and Me, an advice podcast
by plants, for plants. Submit to mbmbam@uchicago.edu before Judgment. [6 points]

23.

The Jones Family Traveling Circus goes to the National Museum of the U.S. Air Force.
Outside, they pay tribute to one of their ancestors by sitting on his eponymous bench. [2
points]

24.

TBA. [12 points for 1st place; 8 points for 2nd place; 4 points for 3rd place; 2 points for
participation]

25.

Many of us enjoy recording the chaos of The Fourdays for our Insta profiles, but this year
we are throwing influencers into the mix! We’ll provide a list of ScavvenSponsors who must
be tastefully incorporated into your Insta posts and stories throughout the hunt. SponCon
should be juuust earnest enough to warrant a #scavad at the end of your post and a “Paid
Partnership with” label so the FTC doesn’t raid Scav (again). [8 points]

26.

Perfectly recreate the first five seconds of Men At Work’s video for “Down Under.” (No backing
music allowed; hitting the bottles must produce the correct sequence of notes.) [7 points]

27.

You know the old Swedish song: “Borsta tänderna, borsta tänderna, borsta tänderna med
Kalles Kaviar!... Sjung hopp faderallan lej.” Don’t let the Skaarsgard family down! [7 points]

28.

Eileen is relieved that there is no longer a moat around the Lew Wallace Study because she
doesn’t have to worry about falling in. [2 points]

29.

Who the fuck is Pikachu? We thought this was Detective Patamon!!! We can’t believe we
showed up at a Detective Pikachu screening in Digimon costumes, this is so embarrassing! [13
points per costume; +2 points per jaunty deerstalker hat; maximum 3 costumes]

30.

According to a 1987 rent advertisement at the Givins Castle, the castle could be rented by a
school or what other institution that required large grounds? [4 points]

31.

A four day Scadvent Calendar. Each day’s box should be decorated so as to evoke fond
memories of the day’s events as well as a tiny piece of chocolate in a thematically appropriate
shape. Like any other advent calendar, it’s way more fun to open in one go after you forgot
about it for several days, so bring this one to Judgment only. §
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32.

Maybe anyone can wear the mask, but can everyone wear the ass? A wearable spider abdomen
that can shoot out web (read: rope/silly string/yarn/etc.). §

33.

We don’t have a lot of time left to do our BA research! What’s the fastest route for a desperate
student to get all of these books for free? This item is available on our website. [7 points]

34.

Some items are marked with a special symbol (§) in lieu of point values. You must assign the point values 5–14 (without repetition) to these items and submit these values to
scav.variable.pointing@gmail.com by Saturday at 11:59 p.m. These items will be judged based
on the point values you assign them. Submissions received after Saturday at 11:59 p.m. will
result in 0 points for all such items.

35.

Your most aspiring Utopian Scavvie donning the insignia of the Chicago Museum of Science
and Industry Junior Scientist Squad (no other strat insignia required). [2 points]

36.

Get a basketball player to perform a baptism. Get dunked on, baby. [8 points for a collegiate
basketball player, 21 points for an NBA/WBNA basketball player]

37.

We were told that all RAs are given the option to live in Vue53 over the summer for the
low price of $500. We were also told that this means that there’s just a bunch of RAs living
in a dorm alone together for the whole summer. We were disappointed to hear that no one
has capitalized on this by making a Big Brother-esque reality show about these RAs living
together. [8 points]

38.

A sample front page for /r/im14andthisisdeepgnome. [1.4 rational points]

39.

Earlier today we were browsing HHH when after someone asserted that this artist “raps good,”
a polite member of the grammar police corrected them: “he raps well, Superman raps good.”
While this gave us a nice chuckle, we can’t help but wonder what Superman rapping good
would sound like. [It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s 6 points]

40.

The Crown Juuls. [You must be 21 to get these points for a full regalia set of crown, orb, and
scepter]

41.

“got milk?® ” : consumption of milk :: your team’s prolific “eat ass?” campaign : eating ass.
[29 dummy thicc points]

42.

Chance the Raptor. [1GH point]

43.

At the Lew Wallace Study and Museum, the Traveling Circus picks up two souvenirs for home:
Flat Lew and a seed packet from the library outside. [8 points]

44.

An authentic Government Plates license plate, with proof of its authenticity. [TRIPLE SIX,
FIVE, 14 POINTS]

45.

Proof that one (1) of your Scavvies has completed a spicy-food eating challenge of some sort.
[4 points per unique challenge completed by one Scavvie; maximum 16 points (no more than
1 challenge during the Hunt)]

46.

The Hat of Discipline! DO YOU LIVE IN A CAVE??! [All is forgiven for 10 points, given you
can provide a harmless bonking]

47.

Is your Scav item running? Yeah, we know it did in 2015, but this isn’t that. Anyway, you
better go capture it! A photograph in the style of Laurie Simmons’ Walking And Lying Objects
showing off your previously immobile item completion’s new pair of legs. Photograph will be
judged based on its adherence to the style of Simmons’ series. [11 points]
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48.

Sitting desks, standing desks, treadmill desks—those are all well-trodden categories of desk.
But it’s up to you to pioneer the new desk-ercise—the walking desk, in which your desk will
strut forward and it’s up to you keep up with your work. The desk should move independent
of human action in a walk-like motion, carrying the desk forward, and be at least three feet
tall. [41 points for quadruped or hexapod motion; 59 points for bipedal motion]

49.

The classic Subway® sandwich art is so passé, don’t you agree? Up the ante, using Subway®
bread and ingredients as your canvas, by having your team’s sandwich artist make sandwich
art in the following artists’ styles: Georges Seurat, Georgia O’Keefe, and Jackson Pollock.
[12" points in a footlong]

50.

We have an event that we sense you’re going to enjoy: multisensory trivia! We’ll supply 5
rounds of experiential questions, where each round corresponds to one sense. Trivia teams can
be comprised of up to 4 people, and you can send as many trivia teams to participate as you’d
like. Let’s get quizzical on Thursday in Kent 107 at 7:30 p.m. [θ points]

51.

“Ievan Polkka” will be played at 12:45 p.m. on Friday in Hutchinson Courtyard. You know
what you’ll have to do. BYOLeek. [ points]

52.

No Scavvie likes to be yelled at, but it was exactly your Captains’ ranting and raving that
gave you the key to your powers. Left alone in your HQ, you find the perfect time to practice
your powers (while having some fun with your items, of course). [13 points]

53.

A microminiature of your team mascot that could rival Hagop Sandaldjian. [16 points]

54.

Tilda Swinton has directed a baroque music video starring your SCAVVIES. §

55.

In Loogootee, the Clown Car pulls up to Bill Larkin’s dome. Eileen takes a small birdhouse
and dangles it from her right ear as she walks outside. In honor of the statues of Snow White
and the dwarves near the outdoor steps, the clown renames themself Dopey. Sorehead takes a
panoramic photo encapsulating the beautiful colors and sheer magnitude of Bill’s collection.
[10 points, 2 bonus points for bringing Bill a six-pack]

56.

In the style of “Johnny Johnny, Yes Papa,” create an uncanny valley-esque animation video
with an appropriate original obscure nursery rhyme to teach your young Scavvies the way of
Judgment. [20 points]

57.

NAME! THAT! STATE! BASED! ON! ITS! OUTLINE! IN! MIDI! 8:30 a.m. on Saturday in
the Reynolds Club South Lounge. [up to 24 points]

58.

Writ of SaoirseRonan. [2 points]

59.

Gazing up at the large Neil Armstrong mural in downtown Cincinnati, the clown realizes that
their bright clothing matches the background well. Sorehead envies Neil Armstrong’s helmet.
Kentucky Jones exclaims, “That sure is a mural.” [One small point for man, one giant point
for mankind]

60.

I just left Cobb Café. It was packed with students whispering amongst themselves about how
much they loved the brutalist architecture of the Reg and how they think President Zimmer
is doing a great job. Show us the proof of this common phenomenon at Judgment. [4 points]

61.

At the Outdoor Musical Contraption in Troy, Ohio, Sorehead unsurprisingly hits their head.
The clown sings along to the cacophony. [2 points]
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62.

Hey, Scavvie! You think you got what it takes to be in Mu Mu Mu? Well, in order to be
considered one of our TriMu sister-siblings, you gotta make it through all the rounds of our
self-care hazing. All pledges will meet at Bartlett Trophy Lounge at 2:30 p.m. on Thursday
for the first stage... don’t forget to bring a white T-shirt in your size. [µ points]

63.

The Jones Family Traveling Circus explores Givins Castle. Eileen loses her balance on the
steps in the back. Sorehead catches her but gets bonked on the head in the process. Inspired
by the Latin text of a stained glass window on the second floor, the clown writes “Spiro”
on their name tag. Kentucky Jones, embarrassed, leads the circus back to the Clown Car. [8
points]

64.

At Judgment, we’ll give you the first panel of a strip from Garfield Compilation #27: Garfield
Dishes It Out. Draw the next two panels from memory. [14 points]

65.

Scav runs on legendary pieces of shit, and this year we have the once-in-a-lifetime honor of
welcoming Sonic the Hedgehog (2019) to that noble canon. Dig up those prehistoric DeviantArt
accounts, because this year’s Captains’ Costumes are your very own iconic, unironic Sonic the
Hedgehog OCs (DO NOT STEAL). Your Captains should follow the golden rings to Bartlett
Trophy Lounge at 9:00 a.m. on Thursday to debut their extravagant hair, adorable ears, and
oversized accessories at our very own S.C.A.V. (Sonic Cosplayers Appreciation Venue). Your
characters should be of your team’s own design—and you better bring the reference sheets to
prove it! Gotta go fast. [λ points]

66.

A fully functional meta-menorah, where each branch is itself a smaller menorah. [6 + 1 points]

67.

TBAA. [δ points]

68.

At The Marvelous Mystery in Louisville, the group experiences Big Bertha’s cleavage squeezage.
The clown changes their name to Bertha. [8.0085 points]

69.

Inside Jungle Jim’s at Fairfield, find: a talking soup can, dancing Elvis, Port-A-Potties, and
The Big Cheese. [Ate points]

70.

Crazy fries! They’re like crazy straws, but made of potato! You better slurp up that poutine
gravy through your completely edible crazy fries before Applebee’s® tries to chomp your style.
[5.5 points]

71.

A jigsaw puzzle montage in the style of Tim Klein’s pieces. [17 points]

72.

Every authentic Chicagoan knows three things: you don’t put ketchup on hot dogs, it’s still
called the Sears Tower, and you have to eat deep dish pizza with chopsticks. Send your
speediest authentic Chicagoan to the Bartlett Trophy Lounge on Thursday at 12:30 p.m. [4π
points for 1st place; 3π points for 2nd place; 2π points for 3rd place; π points for participation]

73.

The Jones Family Traveling Circus finds the Stroh Center’s Bronze Falcon in Bowling Green,
Ohio. Kentucky Jones tries to tame the falcon to no avail, and affirms his knack for bisontaming rather than falcon-taming. Impressed by the sculpture, the clown renames themself
Swoopy. [5 points]

74.

A reversible sequin pillow featuring the faces of two diametrically opposed thinkers. [26 points]

75.

A Hallmark-style card written entirely out of Smiths lyrics. [1 × 3 points]

76.

A Smiths-style song written entirely out of Hallmark cards. [3 × 1 points]
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77.

You know how sometimes you’re assigned projects on obscure figures in history and the only
place you can find any information online about them is on one poorly formatted mostly plain
text page that goes wayyy too deep into the subject material and hasn’t been edited since
2002? Thankfully, your team’s digital historians were able to unearth a crucial page about
John Francis-Cougar-Wilkes-Philip Sousa-Mellencamp-Daley-Booth to save us the hassle! [7
points]

78.

Nickelfront. [1 point]

79.

We spend a lot of time thinking about man-made PokémonTM such as Mewtwo, Genesect,
and the Porygon line. But we have spent too long sweeping the darker experiments of our
Pokégovernment under the rug. No more! Create an exposé on a few Ultra Beasts set to be
unleashed in PokémonTM MK Ultra Sun and Moon. [12 points]

80.

Your team’s archaeologists uncovered an ancient civilization’s musical contraption, and using a
technological interface of your own, you’ve brought it to life! Your rhythm game-style interface
can use buttons, lights, circuitry, and any other wonders of our modern age to provide prompts
and feedback for your 1 to 2 minute song, but the actual sounds should all be produced using
physical parts of the contraption. Of course, just like in other rhythm games, missing prompts
will cause some of your corresponding sounds not to play. [225 points] †

81.

You were all set to start rehearsal for your barbershop quartet, but one of your members called
in with a bad hair day! Desperate, you turned to whatever was on hand. Round out your three
human vocalists with an electric razor accompaniment that can help produce at least three
distinct pitches to harmonize with the rest of the group. And of course, your electric razor
should be decked out in the same dapper outfits as the rest of your crew. [22 points]

82.

Meat Shaped Stone Shaped Meat On Stone. [5 meat-shaped points]

83.

Gimme a break, gimme a break, break me off a piece of that BRAAAAND NEW CAAAAR.
Using only candy bar materials (loosely defined here as anything I wouldn’t mind eating as
part of a sweet snack), create a candy bar candy car that can open up to allow your nougaty
driver entry as the vehicle wheels toward this page’s Judge’s open mouth. §

84.

After spending too much time playing crosswords, short acronyms have us asking some crucial
questions. PSL + YSL = Pumpkin Spice Laurent? Yves Saint Latte? We can’t decide, nor
should we have to! Bring us a fashionable drink and its own cup-sized corresponding seasonal
outfit fit for any runway, and be prepared to explain how the designs of both complement each
other for the perfect fashion look. [16 points]

85.

When I told my doctor I wanted to take androgen blockers, that was only because I thought
they’d turn me into a dragon! Thankfully, you showed me a 30 second ad spot for Spyronolactone fit for review by the Fiery Dragon Association and now I know exactly what to ask
my doctor for during my next appointment. [10 says trans rights points]

86.

A Fake (Freudian) ID that at first glance should appear to get us into an unscrupulous bar but,
upon closer (psycho)analysis, grants us access to the darkest reaches of our own subconscious!
[4 points]

87.

Who could forget that famous ’90s commercial where the Kool-Aid® man busted through
a wall and said, “This is my blood of the covenant, which is poured out for many for the
forgiveness of sins?” We certainly couldn’t! And neither could you, which is why you’ve written
up the proper recitation and created the perfect sacrament for our Koolmunion. [11 points]
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88.

Sand from 57th Street Beach, a chunk of concrete, a deflated beach ball, neon colored cards, a
calendar, a plastic Easter egg, a balloon, a pair of scissors. Bring these ingredients to Reynolds
Club South Lounge at 11:30 a.m. on Friday for a relaxing day of crafting. [16 points]

89.

At Marvin’s Marvelous Mechanical Museum, why shouldn’t you tap on the glass containing
the popcorn? [1 point]

90.

It’s the Chicago Dance Marathon! No, not one of those things where you go to a location and
dance a lot for a good cause—this is a much dumber thing where Scav teams are DANCING
their way through the official Chicago Marathon route! Feel free to switch off teammates at
mile markers as often as you need, but be advised that each participant should have their
own unique dance-walk flair. We don’t have 1,000 hours to judge this, so please compile your
footage into a super-short timelapse vid. [1 point per mile completed]

91.

After the doors close each night at Madame Tussaud’s Waacks Museum, the wax celebrities
come to life...AND WAACK! [14 points]

92.

Can you kick like a Bear? Even without Treyvon Hester to help you? If so, send two Scavvies
to Stagg Field at 1:30 p.m. on Friday. [15 points for a doink, 30 points for a double doink, 4
points for participation]

93.

I love those “boomerang” videos that the kids are posting these days! But my flippin’ flip
phone won’t support the dang apps that let you make them. So I always have to manually
make my Boomerangs by filming my friends doing things and then filming them in real time
doing those same things in reverse. [4 points per video; maximum 12 points]

94.

A book from the Chicago Public Library, checked out before May 9, 2019. [2 points per unique
originating branch; maximum 20 branches]

95.

Inspired by the retired 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea submarine ride at Disneyland, build
us a submarine-esque viewing window through which we can be mesmerized by three unique
mechanically-operated 3D “underwater” scenes. Your scenes should represent (real or imagined) aquatic biomes and landscapes of your choice, and culminate in one shockingly fantastical
final encounter that goes beyond all science. Each scene should have at least one large and
one small mechanical moving showpiece. Though no actual bodies of water are necessary, we
should feel as if our “submarine” is underwater, diving deep into the sea. Make sure that your
scene can function without a human operator, since we’re going where no humans have ever
gone before. [175 points; 0 points if your scenes mimic the Finding Nemo replacement] †

96.

What would we get if we added powdered root of asphodel to an infusion of wormwood?
Google Translate may not offer Flowers-to-English (yet), but the talented floriographer your
team sends to Reynolds Club South Lounge at 8:30 a.m. on Friday will be able to crack the
code on our lovely little bouquets. [up to 18 points]

97.

Sure, Google® Earth looks 3D, but we tactile learners want to actually stick our fingers in
the Škocjan Caves. With this in mind, embellish an IRL globe with three-dimensional models
of your favorite UNESCO World Heritage Sites, at least one per (inhabited) continent. [12
points flat]

98.

Deception. Desperate. Juvenile. Mercy. Dolls. Rotten. Disappearing Acts. Appearances. Chameleon.
Risk. Dominance. [Mariska Hargit8 points]

99.

At Historic Bridge Park in Battle Creek, Michigan, Sorehead bends down to pick up a rock
to juggle. Then, they see a sign asking them not to move rocks. Why? [5 points]
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100.

Long ago when the avocado trees were still young, ’80s and ’90s kids played a game of great
and terrible power, but these shadow games erupted into a war that threatened to destroy the
entire world... until a brave and powerful Baby Boomer locked the magic away, imprisoning it
within the mystical Millennial Items. Now a century later, a Scavvie named YOUgi unlocks
the secret of the Millennial Puzzle. Along with the Millennial Puzzle, gather the six other
Millennial Items that mirror their millennium counterparts and bring them to Judgment to
be returned to their resting place. [2 points per item]

101.

Wow, wasn’t it crazy when Banksy did that stunt with the piece of art in which the art
shredded itself? Wouldn’t it be crazy if one of the items on this page had a mechanism hidden
inside of it that made it destroy itself in a Banksy-esque fashion after being judged? [12 points]

102.

The Traveling Circus takes a short break from touring to race around the world’s longest
go-kart track at Kart Kountry in Shepherdsville. [6.50 well-spent points]

103.

Okay, so we’ve all seen that (in)famous Rayman urinal ad. But have you ever really thought
about Rayman’s anatomy? Give us the breakdown of Rayman’s anatomical features with
detailed diagrams and explanations of at least two systems of the hu(ray)man body in the
style of a middle school biology textbook. [8 points]

104.

A pimple popping toy. A pimple popping toy that is also a Thomas the Tank Engine and
Friends toy. A pimple popping toy where the pimple being popped is not a whitehead or a
blackhead, but a trainhead. [16 points]

105.

Move over whale oil! There’s a new guy in town and their name is petroleum! Sculpt a
petroleum jelly-based statue in the style of Matthew Barney commemorating this triumph
over Big Whale. §

106.

A small birdhouse given to you by Bill in Loogootee. [1 point per person, max 4 points]

107.

Once Jack Black started his gaming channel, we expected other celebrities to jump onto
the #gamer bandwagon, but we gotta say we were surprised when Oobi announced his new
channel, Oobi the Noobi. In this upcoming live stream, Oobi discovers the joys and sorrows of
online gaming. How will he game with just his small mouth?!?!?! Tune in to find out! [Don’t
forget to like, comment, and 6scribe points]

108.

An Antman butt plug, custom made for Thanos. We all know what it should do. [10 points]

109.

A Steven bomb. No, not the weird TV programming thing where Steven Universe episodes
are aired in only, like, five episode marathons after months of hiatus. A non-explosive, lovingly crafted Steven-shaped bath “bomb” that, upon release into a tub of water, turns into a
luxurious gaggle of bubbled gems. [Take a moment to think of just 9 points]

110.

At Big Mike’s in Cave City, the clown greets Big Mo jovially and changes their name to Momo
in honor of their new best friend. [1 point]

111.

It’s not the Scavarazuka Revue if there isn’t a grand, over-the-top dance sequence on a staircase! Assemble a Scavarazuka Troupe to perform a dance routine featuring a campus staircase
based off of a Takarazuka show of your choice. Your Troupe should consist of at least two actors
of any gender identity, one of whom should play a musumeyaku and the other an otokoyaku.
Remember that no Zuka production is complete without the appropriately opulent costumes
and make-up! [28 points; 0 points for fire hazards or obstructions]
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112.

TBA. [4 points]

113.

Vladimir Lenin... was a mushroom?! [10 points for a convincingly carved look-alike]

114.

A homemade fundu of su filindeu—nothing more than salt, water, and semolina—to be presented
at Judgment. [22 points]

115.

Upon arrival to the Mammoth Cave National Park Visitor Center at 9:00 a.m. on Friday,
the Traveling Circus picks up their tour tickets. (Do NOT be late! We have emailed Road
Trip teams with information regarding picking up pre-purchased tickets.) While on the tour,
Kentucky Jones poses for a photo with the park ranger. In the caves, Eileen decides to practice
her balancing and Sorehead worries about falling rocks. The clown finally feels at home in the
darkness. [25 MAMMOTH points]

116.

We’ve all seen Katharina Fritsch’s Frau mit Hund at the Art Institute, but what happened to
her pieces Herr mit Schuppentiere, Junge mit Seekuh, or Mädchen mit Schnabeltier? Present
your sculptures in the Ida Noyes Cloister Club at 8:30 a.m. on Sunday. Real shells only. [11
points each; maximum 33 points]

117.

1101 + 0405 + 1701 + 0407 + 0905 + 1806 + 2501 + 2836. [4.848 points, but only if you also
bring 0401]

118.

We’re all about the mixture of lowbrow and highbrow here, so use a duck press on a half-dark
special. As much as we’d love for Judgment to reek of Harold’s, please do this in the comfort of
your own Headquarters, where we can savor the sounds and smells of the hautest of cuisines.
You needn’t serve us the accompanying sauce Rouennaise, but we certainly wouldn’t refuse a
taste. [16 points if you make your own press, 38 if you don’t]

119.

On the door of your Headquarters, place a set of homemade door knockers to signal our arrival
for Headquarters Visits. [8.0085 points, 0 points if smaller than DD]

120.

We know he has deep pockets, but how wide is his reach? Non-English-language Bazooka Joe
comic strips. [2 points per comic; maximum 5 comics; 1 bonus point per unique language]

121.

The Odessa Confectionary Factory claims to have created a Сало в шоколадi. But while this
candymaker purports to have united these two foodstuffs in unholy matrimony by adding
rendered fat to its caramels, it does not fulfill the fantasy of any true Ukrainian gourmand
with eclectic tastes. Remedy this evil by creating a homemade (and home-cured) Сало в
шоколадi candy bar, still in its thematic wrapper. [12 балiв; 0 points if you do not document
your process]

122.

Team Judge’s shoe sizes. [up to φ points for guessing the shoe sizes of participating Judges. 0
points for bothering a non-participating Judge]

123.

Much like the evil henchmen protecting the Dingledorf potato salad factory, your team’s
guards outside of your Headquarters are properly armed and dangerous. Their plates of armor!
Their ammunition! Their evil henchmen catchphrases! The only person who can stop them?
FATMAAAAAAAAN! [5 Weird Al points. 0 points for Brad Pitt mud-wrestling with Cindy
Crawford]

124.

A stress ball. No, not one of those malleable toys that ostensibly relieve some tension—a
handheld ball that audibly and visually induces stress in the user when squeezed. [14 points]

125.

By the monorail at Jungle Jim’s in Fairfield, who rides the carousel with carrot and asparagus?
[4 points]
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126.

Hassha merodii: Red Line edition. [up to 1 point per jingle; maximum 33 points]

127.

Larks’ Tongues in Aspic: The Fully Realized Audioculinary Experience. We’ll be flexible—any
avian tongue will do, so long as it’s surrounded by rich, savory meat jello and Mr. Fripp’s
sweet licks. Bonus points if you play it on vinyl. [8 points + 3 bonus points]

128.

TBA. [2 points]

129.

Show us infinite scrolling IRL with your never-ending emakimono, depicting a treasured piece
of team lore in the style of onna-e or otoko-e. §

130.

 Yeah, yeah, yeah, do the Hyde Park shuffle...  Remake 2017’s iconic Baby Driver opening
credits long take, tailored to the familiar bustle of 57th St. Don’t forget your easter eggs—like
the original, there should be at least seven instances of “Harlem Shuffle” lyrics showing up in
the background of your video, and at least two moments when your Ansel Elgort engages with
the environment (e.g. pretending to play the trumpet in the window). 90 seconds or less, no
cuts. [19 points]

131.

North Star Games announces Wits & Wagers: A Redditor’s Deluxe Edition. Details to come
at Captain’s Breakfast. [3 points per subreddit, out of 20 subreddits]

132.

Create an article of clothing such that the wearer kicks her own ass with every step forward
she takes. You know, so she doesn’t get too full of herself. [12 kickass points]

133.

Pixel art is cute but flimsy. BRIXEL ART IS BEAUTIFUL AND ROBUST. Pixel art gets
its signature look by building pictures out of one-color squares. BRIXEL ART KEEPS IT
TO ONE COLOR PER BRICK. Assemble and display your 10 BRIXEL x 20 BRIXEL
LANDSCAPE on the Midway across from Ida Noyes by Friday at 12:30 p.m. [39 points]

134.

“Music? In my Department?” It’s more likely than you think. Send a trove of carollers to a
professor’s office hours and perform a piece by a scholar-songwriter in your field. [8 points]

135.

You know your entire team had to do it to ‘em. [LuckyLucianok7 points; -1 points for every
underdressed Scavvie in your posse; minimum 0 points]

136.

This item can be found on our website! [π points]

137.

Your team’s tiny dancer doesn’t need to hold us closer, but he does need to perform Yuri
Katsuki’s “In Regards to Love: Eros” program on your tiny skating rink. Make sure to brush
up on those jumps—we’ll be judging them by ISU standards! [.1 × an outstanding short
program score of 109.97 points]

138.

Hey peebrain—you teleport? 70 6c 65 61 73 65 68 65 6c 70 6c 6f 76 65 6c 69 65 73 2e 6e 65 6f
63 69 74 69 65 73 2e 6f 72 67. [18 points]

139.

Is that a blog for virtuous ascetics or vaporwave aesthetics? We can’t tell, nor should we have
to! [s4dboi points]

140.

“Survival of the fittest,” the law of the land since the dawn of trilobites. Sadly, these admirable
arthropods didn’t have what it takes to be a CrossCritter, and kicked the bucket over 250
million years ago. But even if it’s too late for trilobites, their closest living relative, the
horseshoe crab, can still be saved! Meet CrabsWithAbsTM , a home gym tailored to its frisbeesized, ten-legged customer base. Demo this newest sensation sweeping the nation, and show
our skittering companions just how easy it is to get absolutely fucking ripped. [17 points]
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141.

Fight Crabs seems to have, against all odds, struck upon a wildly unexpected cultural chord
that craves to control combative cutlass-carrying crustaceans. In the vein of Angry Birds:
Knock On Wood Game, Top Trumps® Candy Crush® Soda Saga Match Board Game, and
Donkey Kong Country Pog Pitchin’, join the noble legacy of digital games translated into
meatspace by designing, building, and demonstrating the Rock ‘Em Sock ‘Em Robots ® -esque
trigger-controlled taxidermied Crabs With Weapons: Showdown! game at Judgment. [30 points]

142.

Have a teammate “vomit” “prechewed” “food” into your poor mastication-impaired baby bird
mouth using a giant avian papier-mâché interpretation of your own head, thus completing the
rarely-seen act of Ouroborousian inverse autosarcophagy. [13 points]

143.

The longest churro. [up to 11 points, plus 4 bonus points for the longest churro]

144.

Remember how bringing a Go-GURT® or Lunchables to elementary school would make
you the coolest kid at the lunch table for the day? Get ready to dunk on all ’em losers
as you undergo apotheosis and become UNCONTESTED GOD MONARCH OF THE THIRD GRADE at Judgment as you feast upon the complete contents of a Lunchables meal by
sucking down your freshly opened Lunchables-branded Go-GURT® tube. [7 points]

145.

After experiencing Big Bertha in Louisville, the Traveling Circus finds an even more disorienting sight just beyond her. Eileen T-poses for balance in the spinning tunnel but nonetheless
soon stumbles. Her father helps her up, and the clown greets the DJ in the corner. [4 points]

146.

At the Kankakee Sands Bison Viewing area, Kentucky Jones loans his binoculars to the clown.
Kentucky turns to the group and jokes, “What did the buffalo say to his child when they went
to clown college? Bison!” Eileen and Sorehead are not amused, but the clown finds this hilarious
and lets out a high-pitched laugh. [9 points]

147.

You may have nugged the vug in Scav Hunt 2016, but if you want Scav Hunt to stay relevant,
you gotta Sponch the Conch! [4 points]

148.

It’s Christmas Day, and Frosty’s finally back! Except this time, he’s jacked as hell and out
for blood, featuring a new Pykrete body capable of withstanding even the most powerful of
sledgehammer blows (to be tested at Judgment), allowing him to wreak his unholy vengeance
upon the unsuspecting Professor Hinkle without any fear of bodily injury. [FEAR HIS 19POINTED WRATH, FOR FROSTY HATH BECOME DEATH, DESTROYER OF WORLDS]

149.

Y’know, the “miniature” part of miniature golf has always been disappointing. Thus, create the
miniest mini golf mockup you can manageably muster, complete with miniature mechanisms.
One hole will suffice, with a small but still recognizable golf ball and club. Greens to be
distributed at Captain’s Breakfast. [18 (w)hole points]

150.

We all know what happens when you get blackout drunk during spring break at Slateport
Beach. . . no shame, bud, we’ve all been there. Show us your most embarrassingly unfortunate
Unown (temporary) tattoo at Judgment, and give a brief explanation of the decisions you
made on your Pokémon® vacation that led to you getting it. [4
]

151.

Kabuki Warriors! Bubsy 3D! Plumbers Don’t Wear Ties! What if The Last Starfighter didn’t
center on the whiz player who mastered the arcade game Starfighter, but on an individual that
chose to excel at one of the many iconically shitty videogames from the past 60 years? Make
a mid-80’s stylized VHS box for this reimagination of the classic movie, complete with fullycasted concept art and enough neon to sear out even the hardiest Blockbuster® employee’s
tortured retinas. [12 points]
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152.

Scav Olympics is great and all, but we definitely don’t get enough insight on the personal
accomplishments, bitter rivalries, forged friendships, and ROMANCE??? that occur before,
during, and after the affair in question. The solution? Have your best mangaka rivet us by
turning a Scav Olympics event into an over-the-top Shōnen sports arc. We’re expecting a
dōjinshi of at least four pages, cram-packed with any and all appropriate tropes and clichés
your storytelling prowess allows. [20 points]

153.

Okay, yeah, gummi ships are technically made out of the remnants of broken world barriers
and are therefore not technically edible. . . but that doesn’t mean we can’t ask for appetizing
gummy-gummi blocks anyway! Present us with your edible Highwind, Invincible, or Falcon
made up of individual gumm(y/i) blocks, with each color representing a distinct flavor. [KH
7.5 HD Union χ/The-Four-Days + 0.5 Re:Listed&Connected Pxotsni. [8 points]]

154.

At Judgment, in the flesh: Lisa Frankenstein’s monster. §

155.

We know from the classic work On the Origin of Memes by Means of Cultural Selection, or
the Preservation of Favoured Memes in the Struggle for Relevancy that all current memes
are derived from ancestral ones—so what does the Meme Tree of Life look like? Suss out your
theories by inferring a meme phylogeny, utilizing an axis of time as well as compartmentalizing
relevant clades. [4 points]

156.

It’s not enough that our sensory device be limited to the size of a hand! We want a full tactile
experience. Construct a Fidget Cube Fidget Room, with four classic jumbo-sized fidgets on
the outside and at least 10 unique features inside—all reachable via a seat in the middle. [72
points]

157.

壁ドン this page’s Judge in the wild. BYO wall. [10 points です。 0 points for the wrong
Judge, バカ!]

158.

A gyroidoid! That’s a gyroid intersected with a gyroid! Part rare furniture item, part infinitely
connected triply periodic minimal surface! As with all gyroids (well, the ones that are dug out
of the ground at least), some form of movement, accompanied by a musical chirp, is required.
[32 points]

159.

I Spy a LEGO® , a dino, a truck / two thimbles, a needle, a tiny toy duck // five eyes, a cog,
a gussied-up cow / now make us an item that makes us say WOW!! [12 points for both the
two-page photo spread and the accompanying Bonus Riddle of the intricate scene you create,
0 points for some random shit on a white background]

160.

Did you know there is a clown registry wherein they copyright the faces of each registered
clown by painting their faces on an egg?? This begs the obvious question: what metamorphic
monstrosity would hatch from these clown eggs? Create a science-fair-esque tri-fold board that
details the life cycle of a clown. Be sure to use 3-D models painstakingly glued to your board,
including that sweet, sweet original clown egg design. [9 points]

161.

Inspired by Jerry Andrus, an ever-watching statue of the mythical beast (that isn’t a dragon
or dragon-adjacent) that guards your HQ. [41 towering points]

162.

You ever notice that Capezzoli di Venere look a lot like smaller versions of Prinsesstårta?
Kinda? No? Lead-in aside, it’s Prinsesstårta meets mänsklig anatomi! When cut, the cake
should showcase an anatomical cross-section of the obvious body part in question, represented
via custard and raspberry jam. [2 × 8.008 points]
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163.

After seeing how off-balance Eileen looks from her time in the tunnel at The Marvelous
Mystery in Louisville, the clown starts singing “Come On Eileen” in the car. Everyone else
joins in. [2 points]

164.

All Econ Scavvies: the Gods need you! If the business major could be so mercilessly struck
down, what’s stopping economics from being next? Pray for your major’s safety by creating
depictions of your Econ Scavvies or professors in the style of Sumerian votive figures. [5 points
per figure; maximum 15 points]

165.

TBA. [5 points]

166.

I only eat organic Vineyard Vines® , straight from the vine. Send a Scavvie to Judgment in
your finest Red Vines® fishnet stockings. [17 sexy points]

167.

We’re all sad that the 2019 Super Bowl didn’t honor Stephen Hillenburg by playing “Sweet
Victory,” so let’s take it to the next level: assemble a Scavvie band to play your unique
rendition of “Krusty Krab Pizza” in front of a burger joint of your choice, and present the
recording to us at Judgment. [Krusty Krab pizza is the pizza 4 you and me points]

168.

Wal-UwU-igi. [1 point]

169.

Eileen is scared to go on a bridge at Historic Bridge Park because of her balance problems.
However, with encouragement from Sorehead, the clown, and Kentucky Jones, she crosses
successfully. She triumphantly moves yet another accessory to her other side. [4 points]

170.

Show me your highest Flappy Bird score. [10 points for the highest scoring team]

171.

On Thursday at 8:00 a.m., the Jones Family Traveling Circus will enter their Clown Car
outside Reynolds Club and launch their Fourdays touring show. The traveling circus will
be led by Kentucky Jones, a former adventurer turned stay-at-home dad and bison tamer.
Though Mr. Jones claims to have put his bison-taming days behind him, his ranger hat, cargo
pants, and binoculars suggest that he’s once again ready for adventure. Kentucky Jones will
be joined by his two children, Eileen and Sorehead. Eileen, the family tightrope walker, has a
bit of a balancing problem, even on the ground. Since she usually leans toward the left, the
entire right side of Eileen’s striped outfit has heavy accessories to weigh her down. Sorehead,
the family juggler who can only juggle one object at a time, dons a helmet to protect themself
from their own clumsiness. Sorehead, however, loves traveling with the family, and wears an
“I ♥ Hartford” shirt from their last family tour. Finally, the family is joined by a clown that
they ominously picked up on the street. The Joneses recognized the clown because of their
bright clothing and red clown nose, but the clown is apparently nameless, wearing a blank
name tag. The traveling circus plans to make appearances in Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio,
and Michigan–come one, come all to the most adequate show on Earth! [τ points]

172.

Canada Goose® is all the rage on campus, but the geese are cold too. Make them some Canada
Humans to keep warm for winter (no real geese please). [11 points]

173.

The Star-Mangled Theme Song. [Oh, say can you 3 points]

174.

Back in ye olde days, Puritan settlers had giant names like “If-Christ-had-not-died-for-theethou-hadst-been-damned.” In honor of America’s forename forefathers, create a name generator
of possible Puritan-sounding names that speak to our modern sensibilities, such as: “PraiseGod-for-He-hath-blessed-thine-ears-with-AirPods® .” [Thou-art-blessed-to-be-awarded-12-pointsfor-completing-this-item-correctly-in-the-eyes-of-our-Lord]
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175.

Look, if you only had one shot, one opportunity to fire up Where in North Dakota is Carmen
Sandiego?, at Judgment, would you capture the crook with no mistakes or just let them slip?
[8 points]

176.

Forget long egg. We want deep egg. A hard-boiled, intact “egg” with alternating layers of white
and yolk. [3GG points per layer above 2; maximum 15 points]

177.

Collections of shopping tote bags, each bearing the name of at least one city, to demonstrate:
strict subsets, intersection, and union. [9 points]

178.

Does your team only use the B-Level to poop? Then it should know where to sign by Sunday
morning. [Number 2 points]

179.

A campus bathroom that exhorts you “DO NOT FLASH HAND TOWELS.” [Number 22
points. 0 points if you flash a hand towel]

180.

Why do women always go to bathrooms in pairs, amiright!? If they’re going to the landing just
below the first floor of Social Sciences, it’s probably to perform a coordinated, back-to-back
beauty routine, full of synced movements and no-look tosses at the facing sinks. [8 points +
2
1 point per item successfully tossed, maximum Number 22 points]

181.

The Traveling Circus explores Lafayette, Indiana. On 5th Street between Main and Columbia,
the clown is shook by a local agency. On 5th and Main, Sorehead points at a family sculpture
and says, “That guy has a hat just like you, Dad!” Eileen notices that the figure on the right
also uses a counterbalance system. [7 points]

182.

A linear regression model with at least 5 degrees of freedom of the number of items on each
year’s Scav Hunt List. [6 × adjusted R2 points. .2 bonus points for each significant coefficient
you hand-wave into causality, up to 1 bonus point]

183.

Apropos of nothing, the Judges have decided that “points” are now a physical fiat currency.
Please submit a prototype with a suitably grandiose design and at least one anti-counterfeiting
measure. [Hamilton points for a One Point Note. An additional Lincoln points for also designing a Full Points Note.]

184.

Scavvie, this is a lipsync to the theme song. We need to see your lips. Take that thing off
of your mouth. Oh, you’d like to keep it on? It’s actually a cleverly disguised video screen
showing several team members doing a flawless sync and framed such that their lips appear to
be your own? Well OK then. Dance away. [The time has come... to lip-sync for your 9 points.
Don’t fuck it up.]

185.

Do the WormWave! It’s like the Wave, but everyone is on the ground, head-to-foot, doing the
Worm! [.5 points per participant who does not get kicked in the head; maximum 6 points]

186.

A one-minute Cirque du Soleil® performance that infuses whimsy and wonder into that time
Shaggy 2 Dope tried to dropkick Fred Durst. [13 points]

187.

Postmodern Language Association Citation Guidelines. [2 points per source, up to 3 sources]

188.

A receipt from the now-defunct HP Treasure Island along with a receipt for the same foodstuffs
from Whole Foods® . [x/N points, where x is dollars saved and N is items purchased; maximum 10 points]

189.

The University of Chicago is the top school for economics. Every Spring it holds a Grand
Tournament for economics students. The spirited competition of this tournament hones promising young minds into the future titans of economics. See our website for details. [8 points]
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190.

All of the living histograms I’ve seen deal with boring characteristics like height and weight.
How about European shoe size? Or typing speed? Or number of Facebook® friends? Jazz it
up a notch by creating two interesting living histograms (with at most one of them coming
from the aforementioned ideas). [3 points per histogram]

191.

TBA. [4 points]

192.

Hushpuppies don’t look anything like puppies. Fix this! While you’re at it, please make some
hushgiraffes, hushmolidae, and another hushanimal of your choosing. [3 points each]

193.

183318152 761520 316 0 217753410 520367339 221028203 19 78503207061. 213
38670197726 533989791574 338902 153568, 8 8811332 576 5628577 123582
53725939 3761 0 8436777 125167254957! [8 points]

194.

It’s time for the 1st Annual SkillsHunt. Send a fast learner to Bartlett Trophy Lounge at 1:30
p.m. on Thursday where they will be informed of the skill they are to learn and then present
at Judgment. No Scavvie substitutions will be allowed, so pick wisely. [17 points]

195.

A share of Green Bay Packers stock. [Raising 14.3 untransferable points]

196.

Why is it that only North Carolina has an Elevator Queen? On Friday at roughly noon, the
Judge will ride a publicly-accessible elevator in a building on the Main Quad—have a photo of
your regally-yet-team-identifiably-clad Commissioner of Labor present. [3.13VATOR points]

197.

.tsafkaerB s’niatpaC teh po dgidnokegnaa nedrow gniliev ezed revo sliated reeM .neduoh
gniliev erednozjib noowegno ne tnasseretni nee jiw nelluz raaj tid thcaJ ed rooV [σ points]

198.

GOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAL! [.25 points per second bellowed at Judgment]

199.

At over one hundred years old, this nearby working water fountain, which looks like some
strange combination of a dolphin and fish with a trident sticking out of its butt, may be the
oldest of its kind in Chicago. Find it. [4 points]

200.

Stepping out of your time machine on May 11, 2019, you rush into the nearest building—
Rosenwald—dressed in your futuristic attire. You ask the first person you see the question
burning on your mind: What year is it? Upon hearing the answer, you disappointedly run out,
get back into your time machine, and recalibrate. [You are from the year 4.253 points]

201.

An original live couch gag at Headquarters’ Visits. [The Simpsons hasn’t been good since
Season 15 points]

202.

(Bannock, OH)(Intercourse, PA)(Bloomington, CA)(Wye Mills, MD)(New Augusta, MS).
Where are you now? [S9 points]

203.

A BarbieTM -esque doll that can dab. [5 points; 5 bonus points if it can do so with a pull string]

204.

Introduce us to the first-years on your team via an SNL-style cast credits video. [7 “Cecily
Strong” points]

205.

Ladder ball, hillbilly golf, ladder toss, ball rope: whatever you call it, create a machine that
can play it. Pointing will be based both on accuracy and how well your machine can handle
different distances to the ladder. BYO standard-sized equipment. [47 points]

206.

What is this, a funicular for strawberries? [What is this, 12 points?]
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207.

What is this, a ski lift for crudités? [What is this, 12 points?]

208.

What is this, a zip line for a loaf of sourdough bread? [up to 6 points, judged on length (there’s
a limit on points, but No Fucking Limit on length). 3 bonus points for a freestanding zipline. 2
bonus points if the loaf satisfyingly detaches from the zipline directly over a bucket of tomato
soup]

209.

During the Hunt, it’s pretty easy to develop tunnelvision and miss out on a lot of the cool stuff
that’s going on! Why not get caught up on the hip-happenings during your morning constitutional by scrolling through your team’s newspaper? Your newspaper should be published
daily in digital format, with at least 5 distinct sections dedicated to the goings-on throughout
the Hunt. Don’t forget the funnies and crossword!! A team Captain should send your team
paper’s link to the Captains’ listhost by Thursday at 12:00 p.m., and we’ll check it every day.
[Extra! Extra! 5 points per issue]

210.

The clown points to the relevant plaque in Lafayette and says, “I knew he was an all-around
good guy!” [4 points]

211.

A phénakistoscope featuring printed photographs of a team member performing a Fortnite
dance. [12 points]

212.

What better way to memorialize Scav than with a set of JibbitzTM depicting some of your
team’s item completions? Points based on artistic quality and structural integrity of your
shoe charms, as well as their fidelity to their real-life item counterparts. [2 points per CrocsTM
charm, maximum 10 points]

213.

Ice a professor. [18 points for a professor; 12 points for a lecturer; 6 points for a grad student
instructor]

214.

Dave Arnold’s Cocktail Calculus takes the subjectivity out of making cocktails. In fact, his
formulas are so objective that a computer should be able to follow them! Design a web-based
program that allows us to select ingredients we have at our bar and, using Cocktail Calculus,
composes a balanced recipe. Send your program link to cocktailcalculus@uchicago.edu by
Saturday at 4:00 p.m. for, uh, “empirical evaluation.” [16% ABV points]

215.

A glow stick skeleton, for when chiropractors want to party. §

216.

Kentucky Jones finds a note in his pocket that reads “39.4893827, -86.6873887.” Eileen notices
that they are just off the route, and encourages the traveling circus to head there. Upon
arriving, the clown exclaims, “This creeps me out... and I’m a clown!” Kentucky Jones responds,
“Hey clown, I’m Dad.” Regardless, the clown takes out a new name tag and changes their name
to Ding-A-Ling. The Traveling Circus nervously passes by the property in the Clown Car. [6
spooooooky points]

217.

In the National Museum of the U.S. Air Force, Sorehead looks enviously at Iron Mike. Sorehead
wishes they had as good of a helmet. The clown finds the General Thomas D. White U.S. Air
Force Space Trophy. [5 points]

218.

Choose a category of commonly used campus fixtures such as campus statues, water fountains,
or café seats. Create a comprehensive, objective scorecard for the category of fixture you
choose––for example, a water fountain may be rated on height of arc and coldness of water,
among other attributes. After an elite group of Scavvies from your team traverses campus
and fills out their scorecards for at least 10 fixtures, create a Buzzfeed listicle ranking the
fixtures. Send your listicle to listicles@uchicago.edu by Saturday at 11:00 a.m., and bring your
scorecards to Judgment. [3 points for the listicle; 4 points for the card]
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219.

Bring us five homemade scratch-and-sniff paint chips that will make us all feel like true
synesthetes! [3 points per chip; maximum 15 points]

220.

At the base of the Giant Santa in Evansville, the Traveling Circus joins Santa in taking the
world’s worst selfie. In honor of Santa, the clown renames themself Claus. [Self-three points]

221.

Pretzelcoatl. §

222.

Who commissioned the Pioneers of Aviation statues in Troy, Ohio? [1 point]

223.

A homemade Edison phonograph. [33 rpm points]

224.

Who says chameleons should have all the fun? Show me a shirt that changes color to camouflage
the wearer when they pass in front of different colored objects. [29 points]

225.

I like to drink straight from the source. And by that, I mean that I’d like to sip my tequila
from the spines of an incredibly lifelike agave plant. And I also mean that if I need to sweeten
things up, some of the leaves should be able to dispense agave nectar, too. [9 points]

226.

The Ypsilanti Water Tower reminds the clown of something else. What a lucky town... [3==D
points]

227.

What’s more American than a French fry? Create another French-American food mash-up
by whipping up a set of macarons (not macaroons) that perfectly captures the different
components of a Thanksgiving dinner. [18 points]

228.

A tiny yet functional steel drum. Like what Sebastian from The Little Mermaid would play.
[Each little clam here know how to 20 points]

229.

Kentucky Jones eyes the Wolverine at The Big House in Ann Arbor. He considers trying to
tame it, but stays on the other side of the fence. [5 points]

230.

Driving by the World Peace Bell in Newport, Mr. Jones intones, “That sure is a bell.” The
clown, in a moment of nostalgia, changes their name back to Ding-A-Ling. [, points]

231.

Ok, we get that some people like their fruits pitted and de-seeded, but we like ours with a
crunchier mouth-feel. Make a fruit-pitting device that will handily install a pit in an originally
non-stone fruit while leaving it in recognizable shape. BYO fruits and pits. [14 points]

232.

Campus architecture is charming, but UChicago buildings don’t give very good hugs. Make
us a felted architectural plushie so we can cuddle our favorite building to our heart’s delight.
[19 points]

233.

Dress up a naturally growing, Arizonan saguaro in a top hat and gloves. Use caution! [8 prickly
points]

234.

Sealed with a kiss... A Hershey® Kiss, that is. Seal a love letter with melted chocolate and
emboss it with a symbol of your affection. [4 points]

235.

The Traveling Circus arrives at Marvin’s Marvelous Mechanical Museum in Farmington Hills.
Sorehead clumsily lifts the fig leaf covering Burt Reynolds, and Eileen plays tic-tac-toe against
a chicken. [3 points]

236.

Create and produce a unique signature plaid for your team and produce a tartan sample. 4
bonus points if this plaid is featured your Captains’ Costumes. Y’ken? [16 points + 4 bonus
points]
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237.

The Bee Movie told us all that bees like jazz. But we want you to prove it through song.
Create a BEE-Board keyboard that allows you to improvise along with a recognizable jazz
standard using only bee noises (human buzzing don’t interact). [8EE points]

238.

Unfortunately, memorizing “Harry Potter in 99 Seconds” didn’t turn out to be as useful of
a skill as I originally thought. Update this underappreciated genre by creating a 99-second
informative (and catchy!) song and video recapping 5 years of Scav lists, using their theme
songs as the musical motifs. [20 points]

239.

Everyone knows the apple-swan trick. Why don’t you show us something better? BYOKnife
to Bartlett Trophy Lounge on Thursday at 4:30 p.m.—we’ll provide the fruit that you’ll be
sculpting. [up to 14 points based on complexity and creativity]

240.

Ah, the lonely sentinel! A beacon of light for the weary traveler! A sign of hope in the dark of
night! The FleshLighthouse. [9.6 Christian points for a lighthouse-themed Fleshlight® that
lights up when you stick your hand into it]

241.

So much of dystopian fiction is predictable, clichéd garbage, you must agree. Email one setting, one STUNNING aspect of the society, and a brief description of the main character to
scav_elders@uchicago.edu by 12:30 p.m. on Thursday, and make sure these elements are not
reliant on one another. Then, come to the Reaping on Thursday at 2:00 p.m. in Bartlett
Trophy Lounge, where you will learn what short story you are Fated to write about, which
shall be submitted to the above email address by 6:00 p.m. on Saturday. [Your components
have been Assigned 3 Points, and Your story has been Assigned 9 Points]

242.

At the sculpture garden behind the Haan Mansion Museum of Indiana Art, Eileen is inspired
by Facepot’s pose and practices her T-pose tightrope walking. Sorehead attempts to pick
up the fishy roliquery to juggle it, but the ball is far too heavy. Looking at The Voice, the
clown asks Kentucky Jones, “Is this sculpture is a double PAC-MANTM (two mouths) or an
anatomically correct PAC-MANTM (one mouth, one...)?” Kentucky Jones hears the clown’s
question and sighs. [8 points]

243.

Coloring books for and by adults! What’s next, tax returns for and by children? [Section 3.4
points]

244.

Kuvia is a well-intentioned attempt to greet the sun every morning, but it’s only done from
a small subsection of the sun’s path. Clearly saluting it in just the Central Time Zone isn’t
going to cut it! Over the course of a single twenty-four hour period, starting and ending in
Chicago, perform a loop of continuous sun salutations across all of the world’s Coordinated
Universal Time zones to ensure that our beloved star is properly thanked for its tireless duties.
Please provide some form of proof and date at each location, and cut it into a single video.
[1.5 points per unique time zone]

245.

“An Econ Bro, at Bar Night, with a Problem Set”... It’s ClUChicago! Your item should include
a playable board, game pieces, character descriptions, weapons, and a uniquely UChicago flair.
[18 points]

246.

Your copy of Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Conquest of Persepolis.
§

247.

BuzzFeed Tasty® has its latest correspondent bringing the wokest, most thought-provoking
30-second video to the masses. It’s Judith Butler’s Blender Trouble! [6 points]
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248.

You ever wonder if Dr. Bronner and Burt Bees have fucked? We do. Constantly. And we’d
like to believe they use an organic, legume-sourced, and overly-labeled personal lubricant to
spread their nut butter. Let’s call it Jiffy Lube. Bring us a jar to Judgment. [Burt’s 3 points]

249.

Cadbury Creme Egg® ? Tired. Cadbury Creme Ortolan? Inspired! We’ll bring the shame cloth.
[11 points]

250.

A poster for this school’s 1993 production of Happy Birthday, Wanda June signed by Kurt
Vonnegut. [5 “out of 100 signed prints” points]

251.

Fuck you, Chicago! If you’re dumb enough to come to Judgment this weekend,
then you’re a big enough shmuck to make a Big Bill Hell-style video for any
Hyde Park establishment. And don’t make it more than a minute or you’re a
dead motherfucker! [Shove it up your 12 points]

252.

A functioning Bowser Jr. Clown Car. Must fly at least three feet off the ground and perform
at least two of its features as seen in any game in the series. [45 points]

253.

A paragraph-long story that when acronymed becomes a sentence that when acronymed
becomes a word. Each acronym must provide a new and revelatory twist on its referent.
[This Extremely Neat Prototype Of Item Nets Ten Spoints]

254.

A St. Bernard with a tiny barrel of brandy around the neck? Fine for winter. A chihuahua
with a tiny bottle of Malört around the neck? Perfect for spring! Send her up to this page’s
Judge at any outdoor event. [7.0 proof points]

255.

Fully operational Bluetooth® headphones that resemble the Eraserhead baby. [3 points]

256.

Pietà Griffin. [1 point]

257.

Ugh, it can be so hard to read out those viral tweets when you have to put your phone down to
clap
between
each
word. Make us an app that, as we speak into it, will automatically
insert a clap sound as we verbally spread these posts like wildfire. [Thirty
nine
points]

258.

You know William Wegman as the dog photographer. Well, fuck dog photography! Instead,
give us your best homemade postcard painting. [19 points]

259.

TBA. [16 sharp points]

260.

Whose lawyers helped us write this item? [3 .0 points]

261.

Alas, the reel for the final part of Jan Švankmajer’s opus was lost to the ages... Fortunately
you’ll bring us at least 20 seconds from 1992’s Food: Fourth Meal. [19.92 points]

262.

Ray’s Godfather of Souls outfit from Achewood. No bared skin necessary, but you know what
should happen when you honk the skull. [16 points]

263.

Shirley Jackson deserves a punch up to reflect modern sensibilities. Remix her reading The
Daemon Lover into a horrorcore banger that’s no more than two spooky minutes! [10 points]

264.

Sorry folks, we just couldn’t defend doing a third Great British Drink-Off. Which is a real
shame, because how will all the young folks in generations to come know of the glory that was
Scav’s greatest self-plagiarism? Oh, I know! Make a GBDO-branded Fisher-Price® My First
Bartending Kit for your lil’ mixologists-to-be. [Ages 8 points and up]
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265.

SIKE! It ain’t called Rule of fucking Twos—you KNOW we’re having a third Great British
Drink-Off ! And we have a whole new set of hosts to inspire us, too: in honor of Danish lesbian
Sandi Toksvig, make a mead-based cocktail that’ll knock our flannels off. For the timeless
grace of Replacement Mary Berry, test your culinary chops with a technical challenge that
emphasizes classic techniques. And for our show-stopper Noel Fielding finale, pay an edible
homage to his iconic looks with a combination garnish/container that’s both eye-catching
and absurd. See you at 3:00 p.m. on Friday in McCormick Tribune Lounge! [10 points for
participation; 5 points for winning a challenge; 5 points for Star Bartender]

266.

There will exist a painting outside Bartlett Trophy Lounge from 12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. on
Thursday. Duplicate said painting and bring your near-identical fake to Judgment, at which
point it will be assessed for accuracy. It’s not illegal if we give you permission, right? [19.5
points]

267.

Picture: it’s your first year. You’re bushy-eyed and ready to learn. You excitedly reach out and
grab your pristine hardcover copy of Alexis de Tocqueville’s Democracy in America. You open
it to find the immortal words of Doing Honest Work in College. Bring to me that volume. [7
earnest points]

268.

Long Furby® ? Why stop there? How long can you make your Beanie Baby® ? [1 point per
Beanie Baby® used; maximum 20 points]

269.

A dN. That is, a custom d20 that can transform into two other dice in a standard seven-piece
set. [1d6 + 10 points]

270.

Yeah, Bilbo Baggins and co. have an epic voyage across Middle-earth, but surely that green
screen footage could have sent him and his friends to a petting zoo, a Chuck E. Cheese’s® , a
water park, or some other fun place?? [5 points]

271.

The Traveling Circus goes on the Mystery House tour at Big Mike’s in Cave City. Eileen feels
perfectly balanced, even moving a few accessories to the other side of her outfit. Sorehead
picks up a billiards ball and briefly considers juggling it, but when they put it back down,
it rolls away. The clown towers over Kentucky Jones, who asks them, “How’s the weather up
there?” [8 ball points]

272.

Last year we asked for a culinary Duel Disk, but this year we’re asking for the whole damn
meal! Tribute Summon a Yu-Gi-Oh!TM Sca-Ven-Feast! worthy of a 5-star restaurant. To start,
no duel or meal is ready to begin without a properly ridiculous hairstyle, so your appetizer
should be topped with colorful edible hairpieces that’ll help us get our game on. Next, you
played your entrée á la card in face-down defense position, hiding beneath an unassuming
top layer. When we attack and reveal its true nature, the entrée’s flip effect should activate,
releasing a powerful new aroma or other delicious surprise! And we’ll be sure to save room for
(Just) Desserts because your Pot of (In)Greed(ients) allows us to draw two pairings from your
‘deck’ of at least five. How these morsels are randomly selected with each serving of the base
dessert is up to you, but each pair should create a game-ending combo in our mouths. And
of course, each course of your duel fuel should be served with a card that’ll tell us about its
allergy attribute and dietary type, as well as a line or two of lore-filled flavor text. Be prepared
to d-d-d-d-d-d-d-d-DINE at 4:30 p.m. on Saturday in McCormick Tribune Lounge. [κ points]

273.

We’ve all seen the horrible Ghost Stories dub, right? Time to destroy a more wholesome
cartoon in a similar way! Turn in your voiceover of an episode of Steven Universe, Adventure
Time, or another cartoon episode of similar length by midnight on Saturday, and make sure
they follow the four golden rules. [TV-14 points]
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274.

In the spirit of the iDog, the iCat, and the lesser known iCy and iTurtle, dilate your iBall to
the beat of a song outputted from an iPod (no, not your iPhone). [17 points]

275.

At Wheel in the Sky in Three Oaks, Michigan, Sorehead holds a flashlight into the kaleidoscope
so that Kentucky Jones can see. As Kentucky adjusts the kaleidoscope, Sorehead is whacked
in the head. Eileen steps up to peer in, and triumphantly balances without falling over. The
clown dramatically removes their name tag, exclaiming, "I don’t care what my first name is,
as long as my last name is Jones."[7 points]

276.

A bust of a recognizable figure made from Rice Krispie Treats® . You better be ready to take
a bite with me. [Snap, crackle, 8 points]

277.

At the Tyler Davidson Fountain, Eileen is impressed by the balance and grace of the statue
and poses like it. Kentucky Jones wearily notes “That sure is a fountain.” [That sure is 2
points]

278.

Scav After Scav: á la Dougal Dixon’s masterpiece, speculate about the evolutionary future of
scavvies and/or UChicagoans in 100, 100,000, and 100,000,000 years. [4 points + 1 vestigial
point]

279.

Are you the very model of a modern Major-General? Of course you are, and of course this
means you can quote in elegiacs all the crimes of Heliogabalus on command and from memory.
[10 points]

280.

With the constant dogpile of lab write-ups, Piazza discourses, and titillating cases of codegone-wild, our fair CMSC majors have every reason to Rage Against The Machine. After all,
those big blocks of scrap metal don’t belong in a night on the town—but with grading scales
like these, who can afford to leave work at home? Thankfully, your team’s top designers are
ready to bring us a new kind of “programming style”. Your contribution to haute couture,
apart from being beautifully designed, precisely tailored, and delicately manufactured, is also
a masterpiece of functionality. Elegantly incorporated keys and trackpads allow the wearer to
churn out code while chumming it up with the elites, while a coordinated accessory includes
a discrete screen for quick typo-checks in the powder room. Aside from taking a strut down
the runway, your model will be asked to demonstrate their range of motion and typing speed
with your garments. The runway show will take place in the Max Palevsky Cinema Lobby at
10:00 a.m. on Sunday, and then the Judges will examine your garment after Judgment. After
the runway show, please provide a clothes hanger—and your garment—to the Judges, who will
return it at Results. [175 points] †

281.

CTA 125th Anniversary Overalls. [12.5th points]

282.

The most average census tract in America. We want to see the GEOID, a description of your
rigorous yet creatively innovative methodology, and an illustrative map. [The average of {17,
19, 2, 6, 5, 12, 13, 20, 15, 21} points]

283.

We want in on the booming slime market, but we need some help figuring out whose slime
to invest in. Bring your team’s very own uniquely branded slime booth to the Main Quads at
10:30 a.m. on Friday equipped with three different kinds of slime to be judged individually
under the categories of beauty, innovation, and tactile satisfaction. [ζ points]

284.

Standing in a space shuttle at the National Museum of the U.S. Air Force, Eileen finally has
perfect balance. Kentucky Jones turns to his family and asks “Do you know what NASA stands
for? Not Another Spaceship, Ahhh!” His kids roll their eyes, but the clown laughs. [4 points]
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285.

Kentucky Jones tries to tame the bison at the corner of 9th and Main Streets in Lafayette,
but the animal is unresponsive. [4 points]

286.

At Marvin’s Marvelous Mechanical Museum in Farmington Hills, Mr. Jones considers throwing
away some of the garbage in his pocket, but is too spooked by the trash can at the entrance.
The clown finds the mechanical exhibits entrancing, and shows Kentucky Jones their favorite.
Eileen and Sorehead both empathize with the giant Humpty Dumpty. [4 points]

287.

Get a Scavvie’s neck stuck in one of those plastic six-pack can holders. [2 points]

288.

At the welcome sign in Hartford, Kentucky, Sorehead shrieks with happiness to be back.
Kentucky Jones seems a little tuckered out. Sorehead is sad to leave, but the clown and Eileen
cheer them up. [a population of 2.000 points]

289.

One of your teammates is a real basic bitch. Introduce them to an acidic bitch, yielding a
water bitch and a salt bitch. [7.9 slightly basic points]

290.

Now Showing: The Scavant-Garde Film Festival ! Participating teams will craft their own
avant-garde film based on the film requirements detailed on our website, and then come dressed
to impress at our film festival. This High Art Experience will begin promptly on Friday at 7:00
p.m. in the Ida Noyes Cloister Club with the film screening. The night will continue with a
decadent reception that features your team’s very own booth with behind-the-scenes details of
the making of your film (we will provide a table), one inventive take on a classic hors d’oeuvre
representing your film’s major themes and aesthetics, and film posters signed by the cast and
crew. Cast and crew members should be around your booth to answer questions from the
press. The night will conclude with an awards ceremony bestowing attendee-selected Silver
Scavvies, with award speeches limited to 30 seconds. Films must be submitted by Friday at
4:00 p.m. to be included in the event. [i points]

291.

Nothing says “always watching” like coating your body in googly eyes! [iii points]

292.

At least two members of the Traveling Circus go inside the Armstrong Air and Space Museum.
One of them tries to land the lunar module. The other explores and finds disgusting looking
food, a dome with a great echo, and an infinity room. [9 points]

293.

Every spring, the University plants seeds of knowledge that grow from more to more through
the summer, just in time to be fully ripened by the fall harvest. But how will human life so
be enriched when those pesky geese keep eating our crops? And what better warrior to defend
our mind produce than an effigy embodying the full terrifying force of free expression and
open discourse? Your freestanding President Zimmer Scarecrow should be up on the pathway
between Hull and Cobb Gates by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday. [23 spooooky points]

294.

Present a copy of your first-edition compendium of primary research on the unique species
living on the Quads, including photographic evidence and proper taxonomy. When it comes
to local biodiversity, you may have just written the book on it. [22 points]

295.

The Jones Family Traveling Circus attends a screening of Jungle Jim in the Forbidden Land
starring Jim Bonaminio. The clown changes their name to Lola, after their new favorite action
hero. After the movie, Eileen finds inspiration in another tightrope walker overhead and decides
to join in. Eileen moves another accessory to her other side. [Admit 3 points]

296.

UChicago doesn’t leave work unfinished. Complete Project A119. [Billions and Billions of
points. Actually, 5 points for the team that gets the closest.]
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297.

Without us hearing your audial commands, make our Alexa (a) call our mother for Mother’s
Day (b) call your mother for Mother’s Day, and (c) play “Despacito” [9 points; 0 points for
creepy Alexa laughing]

298.

Two marathon bibs from official races bearing the same number. [13 points, with proof]

299.

Demonstrate an Ergodic Theorem using your phone’s text suggestion feature. We will provide
random starting words, and your one-word-ahead suggestions must always converge to the
loop, “I think the Judges will give us 6 points for this item.” [6 points]

300.

Construct a scratch-off lottery ticket that we will scratch at Judgment. Ticket must have at
least 3 sections of equal areas, with values between −20 and +20, and a mean of at most 0.
[5 base points + what we win!]

301.

Bullshit us for 6 points. [5 points]

302.

A true and honest Scavvie. [ξ points]
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